We received our first tranche of
three year funding from ‘Reaching
Communities’ National Lottery
Fund at the end of March 2019.
Having previously agreed the job descriptions and person specs,
we set about advertising the vacancies in April. We recruited two
job share individuals into the Development Worker post (20 hrs
and 10 hrs/week) and a part-time administrator (18.5 hrs/week).
Our workers started on 01 June 19. All are self starters, talented
and motivated people - they hit the ground running from day one!
We have not only achieved, but surpassed all of the tasks in
our ‘Year 1 Workplan’ and are already starting to progress
the work that we had planned for our second year!

•We have increased the number of our members

from 88 to 185 and now have a much broader demographic of
people in our membership.
•Before our Development
Workers started, we had low
representation of members from
the smaller towns and areas
around the outskirts of Calderdale,
including Brighouse, Todmorden
and Park Ward.

•We now have

many more
members
from all areas
across
Calderdale

Increasing the
diversity of our
members

•Our Development Workers

identified that we had a lack of
members who are under age
25, and South Asian people,
particularly Asian Women.

•They visited many public, private and voluntary organisations.
•

•

Promotion of Disability Partnership Calderdale to these
groups has seen an increase in numbers of members from
these areas,
including 52 Asian Women who are either parents of young
people with disabilities, or people with disabilities themselves.

Additionally, we have planned to deliver bi-monthly consultation
groups, to run in the months in-between our traditional ‘Open
Meetings’. These groups are targeted at specific audiences.

Achievements and performance
during the year
We have developed our Website and provided
information and signposting to many more people.

The annual number of visits to our website increased by 78%
from 2,957 in 2018 to 5,258 in 2019.

By March 2020, 350 people had signed up to receive our
monthly mail chimp e-newsletter.
In addition to the e-newsletter, hard copies of the newsletter are
sent out by post to 55 people on the mailing list, who prefer a
printed version.
We publish news articles from Local and National Government
and NHS departments, and share stories and information from
services and organisations that support disabled people.
We are also developing a directory of services and an ‘affiliate
section’ where we can directly promote our partner
organisations’ services and signpost people to them.

Achievements and performance
during the year

We have taken part in many
engagement exercises and consultations
on behalf of the public, private and voluntary
sectors and are recognised as a
‘conduit for engagement’ with disabled people.
We publish all our Engagements and
Consultations in various formats,
including links to the surveys on our
Website and Social Media sites, in
written newsletters, and links embedded
into audio versions of the newsletter for
those people with visual impairments.
For anyone with a visual impairment, we invite them to call our
Administrator and Development Workers, who will carry out
any surveys / engagement over the phone.
We have also undertaken our own engagement work and
shared our findings with the relevant service managers.

We act as a conduit for organisations when they require insight
from Disabled People about their services, and in return they are
happy to receive any additional, constructive anecdotal feedback
as and when we receive it from our members.

Engagement and Consultation
We have a presence on the boards and panels that discuss
service user feedback at the NHS and the Local Authority.
We also have regular meetings with the Clinical Nursing Director
and Patient Experience Leads at the
Calderdale and Huddersfield NHS Trust.

The methods of engagement that we have undertaken have
been in various formats as follows – we have:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Published surveys on our
website and Social Media
channels.
Run ‘Focus Group’ style
consultations at our Open
Meetings.
Taken disabled people to
experience the services in
question.
Attended working panels
with planners/ architects,
along with our members
Presented plans / invited services to present their plans at
our Open Meetings
Published details of plans/ proposals on our website for consideration and comment by our members, the service users
and any visitors to our website.

A list of some of the engagement exercises we have taken part
in since our Development Workers started in post, and the Lead
Organisation for each one, is listed overleaf.
The Key for the Lead Organisations is as follows:
KEY.
CMBC = Calderdale Metropolitan Borough Council. DPC = Disability
Partnership Calderdale. CCCG = Calderdale Clinical Commissioning
Group. SWYFT= South West Yorkshire Foundation Trust

Engagement and Consultations we have been involved in.
•

NHS Services, User and Patient Experience – DPC

•

Redevelopment of Halifax Bus Station – CMBC

•

Redevelopment of the A629 & Town Centre - CMBC

•

Accessibility of Victoria Theatre & Proposal of a new Lift – CMBC

•

Northgate Area Transformation Project – CMBC

•

Halifax Central Library transformation – CMBC

•

Halifax new 6th Form College Building – CMBC

•

Proposed Budget Consultation - CMBC

•

How we Engage with our Patients? – CCCG/NHS/ SWYFT

•

Evaluation of Talking Therapies - CCCG/NHS/ SWYFT

•

GP Surgery- Patient Experience Survey – CCCG

•

Bradford Media Museum .Accessibility & User Experience - DPC

DPC contribution to Calderdale CCG’s
Annual Statement of Involvement Report 2019/20
We ran an Engagement Exercise that asked our members and
disabled people from the general public to tell us about their
experiences of local NHS Services.

The findings of this work were included in Calderdale CCG’s
‘Annual Statement of Involvement Report 2019/20’ that is posted
on their website.
The report includes DPC members’ issues re access to the
Calderdale Royal Hospital car park and DPC’s suggested
solutions to mitigate the anxiety-creating access problems faced
by disabled people.
Also, deaf BSL users had told us that the arrangements whereby
the appointment system and the booking of an interpreter for
appointments were not always working effectively for them and
our suggested solutions were included in the report.
These issues are currently being addressed by Calderdale and
Huddersfield NHS Trust’s Patient Experience Team.

Engagement and Consultation at our
Open Meetings
We run bi-monthly Open Meetings which are open to our members
and the General Public. Additionally, we have planned ‘targeted
meetings’ with specific audiences, in the months in between these.
After engagement with our members, we realised it would be more
beneficial if each ‘Open Meeting’ had a theme, rather than the
meeting being generic and aimed at a range of disabilities. In the
past, we had different speakers from different service areas at the
meetings, but we decided to structure each meeting around a
specific theme from January 2020.
The new format is simple, we have two or three speakers who
present information about their services, after which there is a
Question and Answer session followed by a brief consultation. All the
services are within a specific ‘theme’ of disability.
In January 2020, the
first new-style
meeting was
themed around
Sensory
Impairments.
It was very
successful.
We had
speakers from
Halifax Society
for the Blind
and the
Sight-Impaired and Hearing-Impaired Social Workers from
Calderdale Council’s Sensory Impairment Team (pictured above).
All the presentations were filmed, and the videos have been posted
to a dedicated page on our website along with a transcript. These
resources will stay on our webpage until they become out of date, so
that anyone can access this valuable information.
The meeting scheduled for March 2020, was to be themed around
Wheelchairs and Access. Sadly it was cancelled due to Covid 19.

Partnership Working
We have created partnerships
with over 40 x professionals in
the Public Sector, including
Calderdale and Huddersfield
NHS Trust, Calderdale CCG
and Calderdale Council.

We have forged many new
partnerships across all
sectors and have many new
projects planned for year two
- which we will deliver in
partnership with these new
partner organisations.

We have representation on various Engagement Panels and
Steering Groups that consider issues and feedback from
disabled people about services, and we take part in their
Engagement and Consultation Working Groups.
Our Development Workers represent DPC and its members on
Calderdale CCG’s ‘Patient & Public Experience & Engagement’
Panel, and the CMBC ‘All Age Disability Board’. Both meetings
have representatives from all sectors. We also attend the ‘SEND
Engagement Steering Group’ and the ‘Preparing for Adulthood
Steering Group’, both of which are hosted by the Local Authority.

All the above partners share our details with their users and
refer people to us. We have delivered many presentations about
our organisation to teams of workers in the public sector.
We have visibility within their services, including our leaflets in
their waiting areas, and screen savers that appear on all Local
Authority computers
Our Secretary and one of our Development Workers represent
the Calderdale area on the
panel of the Yorkshire and
the Humber Regional
Stakeholder Network, which
is accountable to the Government Office for Disability Issues.

Partnership Working.
Local Charities and Voluntary Groups
We have been working with local charities and groups that serve
disabled people, including services that provide Signposting,
Support and Advice, Day Centres and Social Clubs.

Two organisations have signed up to be ‘Affiliate
Members’ of DPC and have a dedicated page on
our website . Here we promote their services
through videos that we film and publish that
outline their services. These include:
Skillshop. Day Centre for Adults with additional
needs
Wheelchair Enabling Society (WES)
a group that provides specialist,
adapted exercise classes and activities
for wheelchair users.
We are currently working with a further
five organisations, to share information and
publicise their services to our members and
visitors to our website. They are:
Pennine Magpie Day Centre
Halifax Society for the Blind
Calderdale Deaf Association
The Macular Society (Calderdale Branch)
Unique Ways Family Support Services
We also work very closely and share
Engagements with Lead the Way /
Cloverleaf Advocacy, who support
adults with Learning Disabilities.

Partnership Working
Visits Unlimited/Accessible Calderdale

Visits Unlimited /Accessible Calderdale Project is a three year
project funded by Community Foundation for Calderdale to carry
out access surveys and mapping within Calderdale.
We at Disability Partnership Calderdale are working closely with
them.
Whilst visiting voluntary and community organisations and
groups, we have looked at the accessibility of their services.

Where there has been potential for improvement work to be
carried out, we have signposted these organisations to the
Accessible Calderdale Project (ACP), and showed them how to
request a free Access Audit.
Our Development Worker has also assisted organisations in
bidding for funds to pay for access improvement work.

Events we attended marketing and promotion
We have attended various events at a range of locations from
large scale outdoor events, to smaller, focused meetings.
At each one, we have
had an information
stall where we have
given out leaflets,
spoken to potential
members and signed
up anyone who
wanted to join at that
moment.
We also sign posted
people to our website
for more information.
Additionally, we used
these events as
networking
opportunities which
have been very fruitful
in us gaining new
partnerships within the
Disability Sector, in
particular the third
sector where we have
learnt about many
new groups and
organisations.

How we have made a difference
Case Studies Here are a few short case studies that

highlight how we’ve made a difference to people’s Quality of Life.
We have many of these stories and further details are available
Sunflower Lanyards help SEND Students
at Calderdale College
At one of our Open Meetings, one of our younger members
stood up and spoke about her new ‘Sunflower Lanyard’ and how
it had helped her. She advised that the local Sainsbury’s Store
was providing these free of charge to anyone with a Disability –
Visible or Hidden.
The next day, our Development Worker was at a focus group
with a group of SEND Students at Calderdale College.
She told the students about the lanyards
and they were very impressed, having
not heard of them previously.
One student, Jason, was so excited that
he went to Sainsbury’s in his lunchtime
and got 20 lanyards and gave one to
each of his class members.

Since then, many
more students at
Calderdale College
wear the ‘Sunflower
lanyards’ which help
other people
recognise that they
have additional
needs.

How we have made a difference
Case Studies
Lady with Multiple Sclerosis starts horse riding again
Our Development Worker went to promote DPC at a specially
adapted exercise class that was run by the MS Society for its
members.
One lady signed up become a member of DPC, and whilst
browsing our Website, came across our ‘Affiliate Page’ for
Calderdale Riding for the Disabled Association.

She had ridden horses in the past and loved to ride but hadn’t
done since her MS diagnosis. She contacted the RDA and is
now a regular attendee.
She is so happy to be ‘back in the saddle’ and has rekindled her
love for riding.

How we have reacted to the
Coronavirus Pandemic

Overview
DPC has been impacted by the global Covid-19 virus.
The trustees have reassessed the charity’s ability to continue for
at least 12 months and conclude that no material uncertainties
exist that cast significant doubt on the charity's ability to meet its
liabilities as they fall due.
The production of news articles on our website rose from an
average of twenty-five per month, pre Covid-19, to over a
hundred per month throughout the first six months of the
pandemic.
Carefully selected and sub-edited content was organised into
easy to understand and search sections, including mental health,
sourcing food, money and benefits and face-coverings.
Meanwhile, the production of both our printed and emailed
newsletters increased from monthly to weekly, with the focus on
providing simple, clear advice and support for disabled people.
Our Development Workers are involved in a range of networking
and policy zoom meetings run by local authorities and health
service providers, raising specific disability issues and gathering
useful information to feed back to members through our website,
social media channels and newsletters.
This increased capacity has been made possible with additional
funding received from the CFFC—Community Foundation for
Calderdale’s ‘Covid Relief Fund’, plus the reallocation of some of
our funds that were budgeted to pay for our face to face
meetings and consultations, that have been cancelled and are
now online.
Our Development Workers have been attending regular
meetings with the Local Authority, NHS, Public Health and Third
Sector Leaders forums, via the ‘Zoom’ online video app.
Keeping in touch with key partners and organisations has
enabled us to obtain up to date, relevant local information that
we have been able to share in a timely manner with our members and post onto our website and social media sites that are
visible to the general public.

The Coronavirus pandemic meant that DPC had little option but
to change the way we operated.
As an organisation we have previously focused on meetings
and social events for disabled people, but we needed to
re-purpose ourselves if we were to continue to serve our
members.
With disabled people facing some very specific challenges
because of the pandemic, we changed our focus to providing
an information service aimed at supporting them.
Our website was re-structured to handle high volumes of news
and advice, carefully selected and sub-edited from government,
NHS and local authority press releases.

Many of our members are
‘Clinically Vulnerable’ and
either Shielding or
Self-isolating.
As such all our face to
face activities have
stopped.

People have found it
hard to get the
information they
need…

Our Meetings and
consultations have moved
to online Via Zoom.

Demand for information
has dramatically increased. Our website
has gone from approx.
4000 visits per month to
over 1000 per DAY!
(4000 per day during the
‘peak’)

We had 150 new member requests and news
subscribers in the first 3 months of ‘Lockdown’.

How We Reacted
We received funding
from The Community
Foundation for
Calderdale to enable
us to increase the
newsletter from
Monthly to Weekly,
We are able to
provide an
Independent
information-based
support service for
disabled people,
who may find
‘Googling’
for information
difficult or may not
have access to a
computer.

All are produced in an
easy to understand format
that is specific to people
with disabilities.

The funding also allowed us to increase our Web Capacity
to produce over 100 stories per month. That’s FIVE TIMES
the amount of news and stories that we’d usually publish.

•Disabled people, their families and carers have told us they
have found it very hard going shopping

•They find the ‘Social Distancing’ and ‘Covid Safe’ measures in
shops difficult to manage, For Example..

•Some can’t understand the ‘one way systems’, causing anxiety
or panic.

•Some can’t manoeuvre their chair/ walking aid/ stick and find the
queueing up outside very tiring.

•Some can’t see! Guide Dogs are not trained to Socially Distance!
•Hearing Impaired people can’t read the lips of shop staff who are
wearing masks.

•They are unable to wear a face covering, due to their Disabilitywhich is often a ‘Hidden Disability’.

•This has caused people distress, and in some cases, they have
been victims of Hate Incidents / Hate Crime.

•Perpetrators don’t believe the Disabled Person, and don’t
understand their needs.

How we reacted
We created a ‘local food delivery
list’ - A list of local shops that
delivered groceries, at a time
when there were no online
shopping slots available at any
of the supermarkets. This list
was later adopted by the Local
Authority and shared on their website
We distributed lightweight disposable face
masks free of charge to anyone who requested
them, in packs of ten...
...We also worked with local volunteers to distribute
the hand made fabric face coverings that they had
made.

We purchased clear
face visors, to give to
taxi drivers and shop
staff to enable
people to lip-read.
We also gave these
to people who
needed one.

How we reacted

We bought hundreds of
Hidden Disabilities
‘Sunflower Lanyards’ with
a card to state
‘ I am out to exercise or to
shop for essentials’.

We posted these free of
charge to any member
who requested one.

We worked in
partnership with
NHS Calderdale
CCG and asked
them to create their
own face covering
exempt card with the
NHS Calderdale
logos on

We sent these to anyone who wanted one, with a free
Disability Partnership Calderdale lanyard

Disability Hate Crime – has increased

•People have told us they have been victims of hate incidents or
hate crime, especially whilst going to the shops during
lockdown.

•Name calling, pushing in shop queue, pulling of ‘lanyard’, even
a punch in the face.

•They didn’t report this as didn’t realise they could / should. And
weren’t sure how.

We worked with Calderdale’s
Hate Crime Partnership
(HCP) and colleagues in
Calderdale Police, to create
a campaign for Hate Crime
Awareness Week, in
October.

We held a webinar and Live
Q&A session with guest
speakers from HCP, Police,
Crown Prosecution Service
and Victim Support

We continue to share information on
how to report incidents and get support.

A NEW project, funded by
Community Foundation for
Calderdale (CFFC) to teach
people how to use ‘online
technology’, so that they can
‘video call’ friends and family…
...and provide them with the
equipment they need, if they
don’t already have it

•Continued work with the Police and Hate Crime Partnership
•Continue to promote DPC to partners and broaden our
membership
• Start to plan our Open
Meetings, once it is safe
again.

•Plan some Social Events in

2021, including an outdoor
event …

and a BIG Christmas Party!

End of Interim Report

